
T a p e & P i n s

VARBERG (SE)

THE ROOF

VARBERG CITY CENTRE | on top, roof plan - just below, overall plan

SECTION E

THE WALL

THE PLATFORM

THE CARPET

A kiosk to take care of your bike and have a rest

An equipped wall that shelters access to Sankt Jörgens chapel and 
cemetery from the chaos of the street

A sport area with public playgrounds surrounded by greenery

Raised leisure spaces to cover some of the many private garages that 
overlook the street

Varberg City Center At the same 
time as the last segment of the belt and the first of 
the objects trouvé scattered towards Varberg, the 
Varberg City Center is the public building that marks 
the gateway to the city. Inside this landscape-
building with an artificial orography, there are 
a public library, a café, projection rooms, offices, 
exhibition-connecting spaces and informal spaces 
intended for spontaneous daily use. The roof looks 
like a paved hill generous in size and articulated 
in the elevation profile, a place that wants to offer 
an entertaining experience by hiding steep steps, 
sheltered resting places and soft paths between 
level curves: a place where to go in your free time. 
Some patios vertically perforate the volume, visually 
connect the public space at the top with the street 
below and illuminate the interior of the building. 
The City Center and its roof are lowered until they 

ObjeCt trOuVé After passing the 
City Center, the city becomes more and more 
consolidated, there is no need to react by designing 
a strong architectural gesture. The broken line 
that previously enveloped the Trädlyckevägen is 
dematerialized into a set of points -“the Pins”- : 
four ready-made buildings with an informal 
character that fit into the urban fabric and are 
declined case by case according to the context in 
which they take roots. Once again it tries to add 

eVOlutiOnary sCenariOs In 
response to the constant mutation of the city, society 
and historical context - just think of the last few 
years of the pandemic -, the building is structured 
as an open system that is deliberately flexible and 
expandable: you can choose how much to saturate 
or empty it as needed, exactly as you can choose 
when to densify it, where and with what functions.
Despite being a single building, Tape&Pins is 
divided into several autonomous segments that 
can be built individually at different time thresholds, 
without the need to build it from head to tail in a 

touch the ground and physically continue in the 
underground car park and in the new main square 
that replaces the ground floor car park (increasing 
its size and capacity).
The Tape ends in a multifunctional blade that 
overlaps shops on the ground floor, offices on the 
lower floors and a hotel at the top: a dense urban 
landmark in a portion of Håsten already rich in 
services but disconnected from each other.
The vertical stratification favors the intensification 
of the exploitation of the soil and at the same time 
allows the volume to be opened into terraces and 
views towards the city and the sea. 
A unitary mantle covers the City Center, the square 
and the front facade of the tower, as if a single 
organism evolved and transformed into multiple 
configurations, firstly moved, then horizontal, finally 
vertical.

without upsetting, to implement instead of changing.
Along the cycle path, you almost accidentally come 
across a shelter covering a kiosk (the “Roof”), in 
a green platform with public playgrounds (the 
“Platform”), in an equipped wall that shelters access 
to Sankt Jörgens chapel and cemetery from the 
chaos of the street (the “Wall”) and into a plot of 
raised leisure spaces created by covering some of the 
many private garages that line the Trädlyckevägen 
(the “Carpet”).

single - utopian and somewhat expensive - phase.
Each segment can contain a different amount of 
housing and services depending on urban planning 
needs: a container in which you can insert a few 
objects, many objects or change the number if 
necessary.
The system can be expanded horizontally as 
well as vertically, since near the junctions and 
lifts the building can support the addition of more 
or less high volumes and favor a wide range of 
configurations, morphological mutations in space 
and time.

Tape&Pins aims to turn the current archipelago 
of autonomous districts into a single pièce of 
the city, making it a domestic neighborhood

from Äckregårdsvägen road to Västkustvägen road 

The project is presented following the 
Trädlyckevägen road entering the city. This board 
(03) goes from the intersection with Äckregårdsvägen 
road to the intersection with Västkustvägen road
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